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The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) is a hyper-polymorphic genomic region,
which forms a part of the vertebrate adaptive immune system and is crucial for intra- and
extra-cellular pathogen recognition (MHC-I and MHC-IIA/B, respectively). Although recent
advancements in high-throughput sequencing methods sparked research on the MHC in
non-model species, the evolutionary history of MHC gene structure is still poorly
understood in birds. Here, to explore macroevolutionary patterns in the avian MHC
architecture, we retrieved contigs with antigen-presenting MHC and MHC-related
genes from available genomes based on third-generation sequencing. We identified: 1)
an ancestral avian MHC architecture with compact size and tight linkage between MHC-I,
MHC-IIA/IIB and MHC-related genes; 2) three major patterns of MHC-IIA/IIB unit
organization in different avian lineages; and 3) lineage-specific gene translocation
events (e.g., separation of the antigen-processing TAP genes from the MHC-I region in
passerines), and 4) the presence of a single MHC-IIA gene copy in most taxa, showing
evidence of strong purifying selection (low dN/dS ratio and low number of positively
selected sites). Our study reveals long-term macroevolutionary patterns in the avian MHC
architecture and provides the first evidence of important transitions in the genomic
arrangement of the MHC region over the last 100 million years of bird evolution.
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INTRODUCTION

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a central component of the vertebrate adaptive
immune system, containing antigen-presenting class I (MHC-I) and class II (MHC-II) genes, which
are primarily responsible for recognition of intra- and extra-cellular pathogens (Blum et al., 2013).
Both MHC-I and MHC-II antigen-presenting molecules have a two-domain peptide-binding region
(coded by exon 2 and 3 of a single MHC-I gene and by exon 2 of MHC-IIA and MHC-IIB genes),
which directly bind to peptides. Although both MHC-I and MHC-II molecules have heterodimeric
structure, only at the MHC-II is this heterodimerization apparent within the peptide-binding region
(α and β chains coded by IIA and IIB genes) (Ting and Trowsdale, 2002). The peptide-binding region
is often subject to strong pathogen-driven balancing selection and retains high level of polymorphism
within populations (Zeng et al., 2016; Biedrzycka et al., 2017;Whittingham et al., 2018). Nevertheless,
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the MHC region also contains other MHC-related genes involved
in antigen processing (e.g., transporters associated with antigen
processing, TAPs), which show varying degree of linkage with
antigen-presenting genes (Lankat-Buttgereit and Tampë, 1999).

A combination of high-throughput sequencing technology
and development of conservative primers for targeted
amplification of peptide-binding regions (Alcaide et al., 2013)
has sparked extensive research on the population-wide MHC
polymorphism in non-model organisms (including birds)
(Biedrzycka et al., 2017; Minias et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2021).
However, due to pseudogenization and duplication processes at
the MHC (O’Connor et al., 2019; O’Connor and Westerdahl,
2021), characterization of its genomic architecture still constitutes
a major challenge. In fact, gene arrangement, haplotype inference
and linkage relationships at the avian MHC have all been clearly
under-researched, mostly due to technical limitations (O’Connor
et al., 2019).

Among birds, the architecture ofMHCwas first resolved in the
chicken Gallus gallus (Kaufman et al., 1999), in which MHC-I,
MHC-IIB, and other MHC-related genes lay within a single core
region of less than 100 kb in length (chromosome 16), while
MHC-IIA is considered to be located roughly 5.6 cM away on the
same chromosome (Kaufman et al., 1999; Salomonsen et al.,
2003). Several other landfowl species (Galliformes) have been
reported to retain a conserved structure of the MHC-related core
region, despite gene copy number variation (2-7 MHC-I genes
and 1-3 MHC-IIB genes per species) and gene inversions (TAP1-
TAP2 unit and TAPBP gene) (Shiina et al., 1999; Hosomichi et al.,
2006; Chaves et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012; Ye et al., 2012; Eimes
et al., 2013; He et al., 2021). At the same time, information on the
structure and location of the MHC-IIA region is virtually lacking
for Galliforms (He et al., 2021), although it is thought to be
located close to MHC-IIB in other non-passerine lineages,
including waterfowl Anseriformes [mallard duck Anas
platyrhynchos (Ren et al., 2011)], parrots Psittaciformes
[kakapo Strigops habroptila (Hughes et al., 2008)], storks
Ciconiiformes [oriental stork Ciconia boyciana (Tsuji et al.,
2017)] and ibises Threskiornithidae [crested ibis Nippon
Nippon (Chen et al., 2015; Lan et al., 2019)]. In comparison to
Galliform birds, our knowledge of the architecture of the MHC in
other non-passerine birds is even more fragmentary. In general,
passerines have much more complex MHC structure because of
extensive gene duplications and, on average, they have much
higher numbers of MHC gene copies reported than non-
passerines (Minias et al., 2018a). For example, a population-
wide screening of MHC polymorphism in the sedge warbler
Acrocephalus schoenobaenus indicated up to 65 different
MHC-I alleles per individual (mostly expressed), providing
evidence for over 30 duplicated genes (Biedrzycka et al., 2017).
A complex MHC gene structure has also been detected in
genomic analyses of the zebra finch Taeniopygia guttata
(Balakrishnan et al., 2010; Ekblom et al., 2011), in which the
exact number of gene copies is unclear (Balakrishnan et al., 2010;
He et al., 2020)), and the MHC-I and MHC-II genes are not
located close together (9.1 cM in the physical arrangement).

Traditional methods used to resolve the MHC architecture in
birds included BAC libraries and other plasmids (Guillemot et al.,

1988; Kaufman et al., 1999; Moon et al., 2005; Hosomichi et al.,
2006; Balakrishnan et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015).
All these approaches require laborious work, which limited
phylogenetic coverage of study taxa and did not allow a
broad-scale comparative research on the MHC structure.
Thus, information on the architecture of the MHC region was
until recently available for only a handful of avian species.
However, third-generation sequencing (TGS) with “long-read”
technology (reads of over 10 kb) has the potential to alleviate
these issues (Van Dijk et al., 2018). Our previous study of TGS-
based genomes of birds revealed that long-read based genomes
can dramatically improve our knowledge of MHC structure,
allowing researchers to reliably quantify gene copy number
variation within this region (He et al., 2020). While our
previous research primarily focused on the variation in copy
numbers of antigen-presenting MHC-I and MHC-II genes, here
we elaborate on these results to provide broader information on
the gene arrangement patterns within the entire MHC-related
region across diverse avian lineages. For this purpose, we studied
MHC gene structure in 45 species of birds with available TGS-
based genomes (32 non-passerines and 13 passerines). We aimed
to 1) explore major evolutionary transitions in MHC structure
across birds, and 2) infer the ancestral structure of the MHC in
extant basal non-passerine lineages (data complemented with
traditional second-generation sequencing genomes). Finally, we
retrieved MHC-IIA sequences from TGS-based genomes to
quantify the signature of pathogen-driven selection at these
genes, as phylogenetically-robust analyses of selection have
only been conducted for avian MHC-I exon 3 (Minias et al.,
2018b), MHC-IIB exon 2 (Minias et al., 2018b) and exon 3
(Goebel et al., 2017), respectively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Compilation of Genomic Data
Publicly available TGS-based genome data (n = 45 species) were
downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI, Bethesda, MD, United States) and the
Vertebrate Genomes Project (VGP, vertebrategenomesproject.
org; accessed on 8 March 2021). If the same species had
independent genome assemblies available in both databases,
we focused our analyses on data from NCBI. All GenBank
assembly accession numbers, assembly statistics and references
are listed in Supplementary Table S1.

To describe the ancestral MHC architecture in birds we
complemented the TGS data with traditional “short-read”
second-generation sequencing (SGS) genomes available for
Palaeognathae and Galloanserae birds. In general, palaeognaths
form a monophyletic sister group to all the remaining birds
(neognaths) and are considered a basal lineage for extant birds
[diverged ca. 100 million years ago, mya (Mitchell et al., 2014;
Kuhl et al., 2021)]. Galloanserae (Galliformes and Anseriformes)
are a basal group within Neognathae and are thought to have
diverged 70–80 mya from Neoaves (Prum et al., 2015; Kuhl et al.,
2021). In total, we downloaded and analysed 19 SGS-based
Palaeognathae genomes (Supplementary Table S2), as there
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was only a single TGS-based genome available for this group
(emu Dromaius novaehollandiae). Within Galloanserae we
focused exclusively on waterfowl Anseriformes (13 SGS-based
genomes downloaded, Supplementary Table S3), as MHC
structure in landfowl (Gallifomes) has already been well
characterized [reviewed in (He et al., 2021)]. Data from
waterfowl were also used to examine how MHC structure was
conserved within a single order.

Searching for MHC-Related Genes
We selected the key antigen-presenting genes (MHC-I, MHC-IIA
and IIB) and several MHC-related genes (TAP1, TAP2, DMA,
DMB, TAPBL, BRD2, and COL11A2) for Blast search procedures
(Mark et al., 2018) (Figure 1-step1), with e-values < 1e−5 and
>80% identity over >80% of the length of the query. The last of
our targeted genes (COL11A2) was included in the analyses,
because it was considered to mark the boundary of theMHC class
II region and extended class II region in mammals and ibises
(Chen et al., 2015; Shiina et al., 2017). To retrieve contigs with
MHC-related genes we implemented algorithms developed and
described in our previous study (He et al., 2020). Briefly, BLAST
searches were conducted separately for each exon (exon 2, 3 and 4
of MHC-I and MHC-II, other exons excluded because of short
length, <100 bp) and based on retrieved data we generated
consensus MHC sequences (large proportion of degenerate
sites), which were then re-used for Blast searches. Only loci
with all three functional major exons (2–4) located within 2 kb
of each other were retained. MHC-I and MHC-II sequences with
stop-codons were considered pseudogenes [likely to occur in
avian genomes because of birth-and-death MHC evolution (Nei
et al., 1997)] and excluded from the analyses. All GenBank
numbers for our query sequences in Blast (most of them
originating from the chicken, and COL11A2 from crested
ibis) are listed in Supplementary Table S4. We also
confirmed reliability of using these query sequences in
passerines (details in Supplementary File 1). As previously
shown, TGS-based genomes proved a more accurate data
source for predicting the number of MHC loci than SGS-
based genomes (He et al., 2020), but TGS-based genomes
may also show some variation in assembly quality. Here, in
order to check for any possible effects of TGS-based genome
quality on our results, we tested for associations between
genome contig N50 and predicted MHC gene copy numbers
using Spearman correlation.

Analyses of MHC Architecture
To visualize the structure of the MHC, we extracted regions
around the predicted MHC-I or MHC-II genes and plotted them
using gggenes (https://github.com/wilkox/gggenes), an extension
of ggplot2 package in R (Team, R.D.C., 2018). We only chose
regions withMHC-I orMHC-II and associated genes for plotting.
To describe phylogenetic distribution of MHC gene arrangement
patterns and to explore the linkage patterns within non-
passerines (where physical linkage means that genes or gene
regions are located within the same contig), we used the complete
avian time-calibrated phylogeny by Jetz et al. (Jetz et al., 2012)
with a backbone tree by Ericson et al. (Ericson et al., 2006), as
available at the BirdTree web server (http://www.birdtree.org).
Similar analysis was not feasible for passerines because of a highly
complex MHC architecture.

Selection and Phylogenetic Relationships of
MHC-IIA Genes
Selection patterns at the MHC-IIA gene were conducted
exclusively for exon 2, which forms the peptide-binding region
(α1 domain) of the MHC-II molecule. Available MHC-IIA
sequences were extracted from TGS genomes with TBtools
(Chen et al., 2020), according to the results from Blast, and
translated into amino acid sequences to check functionality.
Species with partial MHC-IIA gene sequences were not
considered in the analyses. One sequence was randomly
selected per species (1–6 sequences available) and we also
included a sequence from crested ibis, which was available in
GenBank (KP182409). First, the sites under pervasive positive
selection (apparent across the whole phylogeny) were identified
with Fixed Effects Likelihood (FEL) and Fast Unconstrained
Bayesian AppRoximation (FUBAR) models (Kosakovsky Pond
and Frost, 2005; Murrell et al., 2013), while the sites under
episodic positive selection (apparent at a subset of branches)
were recognized using Mixed Effects Model of Evolution
(MEME) model (Murrell et al., 2012). All these analyses were
run through the Datamonkey webserver (https://www.
datamonkey.org/) (Weaver et al., 2018). We considered
posterior probabilities >0.90 (FUBAR) or statistical
significance p < 0.05 (FEL, MEME) as providing enough
support for selection signal. Second, the signature of selection
was inferred based on the nonsynonymous versus synonymous
nucleotide substitution rates (dN/dS) in Mega X (Kumar et al.,

FIGURE 1 | The protocol used to reconstruct the evolution of avian MHC structure.
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TABLE 1 | Gene numbers, linkage, and gene arrangement of MHC-I and MHC-II genes in non-passerine birds (TGS-based genomes).

Species MHC gene
copy number

Gene arrangement and linkagea

I IIB IIA Type of MHC-
I region

Type of MHC-
II region

MHC-I
and II
linkage

MHC-IIA
and IIB
linkage

MHC-IIA-IIB
structure

MHC-IIA
and COL11A2

linkage

Linked contig

Centrocercus
minimus

2 3 1 GalGal-like GalGal-like Y N — N I-related ~ IIB-related

Gallus gallus 2 2 1 GalGal-like GalGal-like Y N — N I-related ~ IIB-related
Pavo cristatus 0 1 1b — GalGal-like — N — N —

Phasianus colchicus 2 3 0 GalGal-like GalGal-like Y — — N I-related ~ IIB-related
Anas
platyrhynchos-2c

1 1 1 GalGal-like AnaPla-like N Y IIA ~ IIB ~ IIB Y IIB-related ~ IIA

Anser cygnoides 6 2 1 GalGal-like StrHab-like N Y IIA ~ IIB Y IIB-related ~ IIA
Cygnus atratus 2 2 1 GalGal-like AnaPla-like N Y IIA ~ IIB ~ IIB Y IIB-related ~ IIA
Aythya fuligula 11 2 1 GalGal-like AnaPla-like Y (551 kb) Y IIA ~ IIB ~ IIB Y I-related ~ IIB-related

~ IIA
Cygnus olor 3 2 1 GalGal-like AnaPla-like Y (104 kb) Y IIA ~ IIB ~ IIB Y I-related ~ IIB-related

~ IIA
Streptopelia turtur 0 0 0 — — — — — —

Phoenicopterus
ruber

9 2 2 GalGal-like-V NipNip-like (2)d Ne Y (IIA ~ IIB) × 2 Y IIB-related ~ IIA

Pterocles gutturalis 5 3 3 GalGal-like NipNip-like (2) Y Y (IIA ~ IIB) × 3 N I-related ~ IIB-related
~ IIA

Tauraco
erythrolophus

4 0 0 GalGal-like — — — — Ne
—

Calypte anna 0 0 0 — — — — — Ne
—

Nyctibius grandis 5 3 2 GalGal-like AnaPla-like Y (972 kb) Y IIB ~ IIA ~ IIB; IIA
~ IIB

N I-related ~ IIB-related
~ IIA

Cuculus canorus 2 6 1 GalGal-like AnaPla-like Y (336 kb) Y IIA ~ IIB ~ IIB × 5 Y I-related ~ IIA ~ IIB-
related

Alca torda 4 2 2 GalGal-like-V NipNip-like (2) N Y (IIA ~ IIB) × 2 Y IIB-related ~ IIA
Pluvialis apricaria 3 1 1 GalGal-like StrHab-like Y (150 kb) Y IIA ~ IIB Y I-related ~ IIB-related

~ IIA
Sterna hirundo 3 0 1 GalGal-like-V — — — — Y
Balearica regulorum 5 2 1 GalGal-like AnaPla-like Y Y IIA ~ IIB ~ IIB Ne I-related ~ IIB-related

~ IIA
Grus nigricollis 3 2 1 GalGal-like StrHab-like N Y IIA ~ IIB Y IIB-related ~ IIA
Ciconia maguari 3d 2 2 GalGal-like NipNip-like (2) N Y (IIA ~ IIB) × 2 N IIA ~ IIB, MHC-I-related
Merops nubicus 17 3 3 GalGal-like f NipNip-like (2)f Yg Y (IIA ~ IIB) × 2; IIB

~ IIA
N I ~ IIB-related ~ IIA ~

I-related
Falco naumanni 0 1 1 — StrHab-like — Y IIA ~ IIB N IIB-related ~ IIA
Falco rusticolus 0 0 0 — — — — — Ne

—

Picoides pubescens 5 7 1 — StrHab-like Ye(228 kb) Y IIA ~ IIB; and
othersh

N I ~ IIB-related
IIB-related ~ IIA

Pogoniulus pusillus 1 4 0 i Only IIB (3) N — Only IIB (3) Ne
—

Melopsittacus
undulatus

3 1 1 — StrHab-like Ye Y IIA ~ IIB N I ~ IIB-related ~ IIA

Strigops habroptila 2 1 1 GalGal-like StrHab-like N Y IIA ~ IIB N IIB-related ~ IIA
Aquila chrysaetos 3 3 3 GalGal-like NipNip-like (3) N Y (IIA ~ IIB) × 3 Y IIB-related ~ IIA
Bucorvus
abyssinicus

4 8 6 Otherj Otherj N Y Listed in
footnotej

N Otherj

Cariama cristata 2 2 2 GalGal-like NipNip-like (2) Y (175 kb) Y (IIA ~ IIB) × 2 Y I-related ~ IIA ~ IIB-
related

aNote: Linkage means that genes or gene regions were located within the same contig. If the distance between the MHC-I region and IIB-region is more than 100kb, it was provided in the
brackets.
bEstimated based on partial exon.
cGenome data ID of AnaPla correspond to GCA_015476345.1 (AnaPla-1) and GCA_900411745.1 (AnaPla-2).
dIn NipNip-like, the numbers in brackets suggested duplication numbers of IIA-IIB dyads.
eAlthough MHC-I and MHC-II genes were not in the same contig, some MHC-I and II related genes were located in the same contig.
fThe MHC I-related region contained MHC-II genes (I × 2~IIB ~ IIA ~ TAP1/2 region ~ I ~ TAPBP ~ I × 7) and some MHC-I genes were located in MHC-II region (I × 5~DMA/B region ~
BRD2~IIA ~ IIB ~ IIA ~ IIB).
gCoL11A2 was not adjacent to IIA but in the same contig with BRD2.
hIn Picoides pubescens, there was one unit of IIA ~ IIB; and one contig with 6 IIB.
iIn Pogoniulus pusillus, no TAPs were found in genome data, so we didn’t infer the pattern of MHC-I related region.
jSpecies-specific gene arrangement was IIA-IIB × 3; (IIB × 2 ~ I × 2) × 2~Tap1/2; IIA ~ IIB ~ IIA × 3 ~ BRD2 ~ DMA/B.
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2018). The dN/dS ratios were calculated across all sites and sites of
the peptide binding region, as inferred for humans (Reche and
Reinherz, 2003).

RESULTS

Retrieving MHC-Related Genes From
TGS-Based Genomes
We searched for 10 genes of the MHC family across 45 TGS-
based avian genomes and the number of retrieved gene copies
varied between species (Tables 1, 2, Supplementary Tables S5,
S6), although this variation was unlikely to be driven by
differences in genome quality. For highly duplicated genes (>2
copies in at least one species), the number of retrieved copies did
not correlate with genome contig N50 values (Spearman
correlation: all p > 0.05 for MHC class I, IIA, IIB, and
COL11A2 in non-passerines). Also, we found no significant
association between the number of retrieved MHC-IIA and
IIB copies (Spearman: R = 0.329, p = 0.062).

In non-passerines, all three antigen-presenting genes showed
the highest variation in copy numbers and highest duplication
rate: MHC-I (up to 17 copies per species), IIA (up to 6 copies), IIB
(up to 8 copies). The copy number of other MHC-related genes
was much less variable (up to 2 copies of TAP1, TAP2, DMA, and
DMB; a single copy of TAPBP, BRD2, and COL11A2). Most of
our targeted genes were successfully retrieved across all study
species, except TAPBP, which was only found in Galliformes and
3 other species (Grus nigricollis, Cariama cristata, and Merops
nubicus, Supplementary Table S5).

Among passerines, we found more variation in copy numbers
at MHC- I (up to 27 copies) and MHC-IIB (up to 193 copies)
when compared with non-passerine birds, and in most species
these genes were scattered across multiple contigs (1–20 contigs
for MHC-I and 1–135 contigs for MHC-IIB). In contrast, there
was only one copy of MHC-IIA retrieved in all study passerines.
Duplication of TAP1 was detected in Sporophila hypoxantha, but
these were linked with only one copy of TAP2 linked with this
cluster. There was only one copy of COL11A2 recorded across all
studied passerines and it was not adjacent to MHC-IIA gene. We
did not successfully retrieve BRD2, TAPBP, DMA and DMB
genes in passerines, because the length of BLAST hits was short or
there were no hits at all (Supplementary Table S5).

Describing Reference Gene Arrangement
Patterns for Avian MHC
To describe the architecture of the MHC region, we first
distinguished two subregions based on the original sequence of
the chicken MHC: TAP1, TAP2, and MHC-I (hereafter referred
to as “MHC-I-region”) and TAPBP, BRD2, MHC-IIA, and
MHC-IIB (hereafter referred to as “MHC-II region”), and
identified several reference patterns of gene arrangement based
on published BAC sequences (landfowl, mallard, crested ibis, and
kakapo) and our own data. For theMHC-I region, we first defined
the reference gene arrangement, as recorded in the chicken
(henceforth referred to as GalGal-like), where both TAP genes
(TAP1 and TAP2) are linked together with MHC-I genes
(Figure 2A). Using our data, we also defined another variant
of GalGal-like gene arrangement, where the entire MHC-I region

TABLE 2 | Gene numbers, linkage, and gene arrangement of MHC-I and MHC-II genes in passerine birds (TGS-based genomes).

Species Number of gene copies Number of MHC-I and IIB
related clusters

Gene linkage (whether in the same contig)

TAP1 TAP2 IIA COL11A2 MHC-I
contigs

MHC-IIB
contigs

TAP1-TAP2
linkage

MHC-I and
TAPs linkage

Existence of MHC-I
and IIB linkage

MHC-IIA and
IIB linkage

Acanthisitta
chloris

1 1 1 1 1 1 N N N Y

Catharus
ustulatus

1 1 1 — 1 2 Y N Y (1)a N

Chiroxiphia
lanceolate

1 1 — 1 2 2 Y N Y (1) —

Corvus
hawaiiensis

1 1 1 1 4 5 Y N N Y

Corvus
moneduloides

1 1 — 1 1 1 Y N N —

Eopsaltria
australis

1 — 1 1 4 24 — N Y (3) N

Geothlypis trichas 1 1 1 1 2 3 Y N Y (2) Y
Hirundo rustica 1 1 — 1 3 6 Y N Y (3) —

Manacus vitellinus 1 1 1 1 20 135 Y N Y (5) N
Pipra filicauda 1 1 1 1 13 34 Y N Y (2) N
Sporophila
hypoxantha

3b 1 1 1 1 1 Yb N N N

Sylvia atricapilla 1 1 — 1 2 2 N N N —

Taeniopygia
guttata

— 1 — 1 1 3 — Y (>700 kb) N —

aNote:The numbers in brackets suggested the numbers of contigs having both MHC-I and MHC-IIB genes.
bOnly one linked TAP1-TAP2 pair found, despite three TAP1 in Sporophila hypoxantha.
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(MHC-I × n ~ TAP1~TAP2~MHC-I × n unit, where *n indicates
the number of gene copies) was duplicated (GalGal-like-Variant,
henceforth referred to as GalGal-like-V). Finally, we defined a
gene arrangement characteristic for passerine birds (henceforth
Passerine-like), where MHC-I genes were not linked with TAP1-
TAP2 unit (Figure 2A).

Then, we defined four reference gene arrangement patterns for
MHC-II region, including: GalGal-like (genes arranged as
reported in chickenn; i.e., a duplicated MHC-IIB with one
copy of unlinked IIA), AnaPla-like (genes arranged as
reported in mallard; one copy of MHC-IIA linked with several
copies MHC-IIB), StrHab-like (genes arranged as reported in
kakapo; one copy of MHC-IIA linked with one copy of MHC-
IIB), and NipNip-like (genes arranged as reported in crested ibis;
several copies of MHC-IIA-IIB units). The main differences
between these reference patterns were manifested in the
linkage and duplication of MHC-IIA and MHC-IIB genes, but
also in the position of the COL11A2 gene (Figure 2B).

MHC Gene Arrangement Patterns Across
Avian Phylogeny
We used TGS-based genomes to examine the MHC gene
arrangement in twenty non-passerine (Figure 3) and eight
passerine (Figure 4) species. Other species were excluded from
the analyses because their MHC-related regions were more
fragmented across different contigs (see Supplementary
Figure S1 and Supplementary Table S5 for details).

First, in gallonanseres (Galliformes and Anseriformes) we
found three distinct patterns of MHC gene arrangement. In
Galliformes, the MHC-I and MHC-II regions were compact
and tightly clustered into a single MHC core region
(11.12–14.17 kb distance between MHC-I and MHC-II;

23.92–42.14 kb total length). The MHC-IIA and COL11A2
genes were found on separated chromosomes or scaffolds, and
we found no evidence for their close physical linkage with the
MHC core region. In contrast, MHC-IIA and IIB genes were
closely linked in Anseriformes, including only one MHC-IIA

TABLE 3 | Gene numbers, linkage, and gene arrangement of MHC-I and MHC-II genes in waterfowl Anseriformes (SGS- and TGS-based genomes) TGS-based data were
marked with asterisks (*).

Species Family MHC gene copy number Gene linkage

Ia IIA IIBa I-IIB related
region

IIA-IIB IIA-COL11A2

Anser cygnoides * Anatidae 6 1 2 N Y Y
Anas platyrhynchos-2 * Anatidae 1 1 1 Y (24,085 kb)b Y Y
Anas zonorhyncha Anatidae 8 1 4 Y (103 kb) Y Y
Anser brachyrhynchus Anatidae 2 1 0 (0, 0, 0) N — Y
Anser indicus Anatidae 1 1 1 N Y N
Anseranas semipalmata Anseranatidae 0 (1, 1, 1) 1 0 (1, 1, 2) N N Y
Asarcornis scutulata Anatidae 2 1 1 N Y Y
Aythya fuligula * Anatidae 11 1 3 Y (558.7 kb) Y Y
Branta canadensis Anatidae 2 1 0 (0, 1, 1) N N Y
Cairina moschata Anatidae 1 1 0 (1, 0, 0) Y (73.6 kb) Y Y
Chauna torquata Anhimidae 0 (0, 2, 1) — 0 (0, 1, 1) N — —

Cygnus atratus * Anatidae 2 1 2 N Y Y
Cygnus cygnus Anatidae 1 1 0 N — Y
Cygnus olor * Anatidae 2 1 2 Y (59.5 kb) Y Y
Heteronetta atricapilla Anatidae 1 1 0 N — N
Nettapus auritus Anatidae 1 1 1 N N Y
Oxyura jamaicensis Anatidae 1 1 0 (0, 1, 1) N N N
Stictonetta naevosa Anatidae 1 1 1 N N Y

aNote: If exons 2-4 were not found within a single conting, the number of hits containing separate exons 2, 3, and 4 was listed in the brackets.
bThe numbers in the brackets indicate the distance between the two regions.

FIGURE 2 | The patterns of gene arrangement in (A) MHC class
I-related, and (B) class II-related regions. *n indicates copy number variation of
a single gene (MHC-I or MHC-IIB), while D with parentheses indicates
duplication of a linked region. For MHC-I region, GalGal-like-V variant
indicates duplicated (I × n ~ TAP1~TAP2~I × n) unit, and Passer-like pattern
indicates lack of linkage between TAPs and MHC-I genes. For MHC-II region,
the NipNip-like pattern indicates a duplicated (IIB ~ IIA) unit. The dashed box of
COL11A2 indicates that this gene may be either present or absent in the
MHC-II region.
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gene and a variable number (2–4) of MHC-IIB gene copies. This
was consistent with AnaPla-like (IA-IIB-IIB pattern, n = 4
species) or StrHab-like (IIA-IIB pattern, n = 1 species) gene
arrangements. At the same time, there was no apparent close
physical linkage between MHC-I and MHC-II regions in
Anseriformes, which were located within 100 kb from each
other, and perhaps even on separate scaffolds/chromosomes
(Table 1; Figure 3). The MHC-I and MHC-IIB copy numbers
in Anas platyrhynchos were 3 and 7 (respectively) in the first
genome (AnaPla-1), while only one gene copy per class was
detected in the second genome (AnaPla-2) (Table 3, details in
Supplementary Table S5). In contrast, previous BAC-based
studies of the mallard revealed five MHC-I and five MHC-IIB
gene copies (Moon et al., 2005; Ren et al., 2011). The discrepancy
may reflect insufficient quality (coverage) of available genome
assemblies or it might also be related to haplotype variation
between individuals; however it should not affect the analysis of
MHC genes arrangement patterns.

In other non-passerine birds, duplication and translocation
patterns of MHC-related genes were more complex (Figure 3).
First, the size of both MHC-I and II-related regions expanded to a
varying degree (in comparison to Galliformes), and there was
little evidence for a tight linkage between these regions, except for
two species from the orders of Pterocliformes (27 kb distance

between MHC-I and MHC-II in Pterocles gutturalis) and
Psittaciformes (26 kb distance in Melopsittacus undulates).
Second, a close linkage between MHC-IIA/IIB and COL11A2
was conserved in several non-passerine lineages (IIA-IIB-
COL11A2 pattern, n = 7 species), although in two species we
recorded gene inversion within this region (Cuculus canorus and
Sterna hirundo). Also, approximately half of our study non-
passerine species (n = 12) showed evidence of CoL11A2
translocation, as it was not linked with MHC-II region. Third,
we found evidence of MHC-II gene duplication in eight species
(2-3 duplicated copies) and both MHC-IIA and IIB genes were
always duplicated as a single unit (NipNip-like pattern; Table 1).
Finally, we found unique MHC gene arrangement patterns in two
species, where either MHC-IIA-IIB genes were translocated into
theMHC-I region (I × 2~IIB ~ IIA ~ TAP1/2 region ~ I inMerops
nubicus) or MHC-IIA (but not MHC-IIB) gene showed evidence
of duplication (IIA ~ IIB ~ IIA × 3 in Bucorvus abyssinicus).

When compared with non-passerines, the most notable
features of passerine MHC included translocations of TAP
genes, genomic expansion (MHC-related genes found across
different chromosomes), and extensive duplication of MHC-I
and MHC-IIB genes (Figure 4). In 12 of 13 species, TAP1 and
TAP2 genes showed no apparent linkage with MHC-I genes
(found in different contigs), while in one species (Taeniopygia

FIGURE 3 | The arrangement of MHC-I and MHC-II regions in 20 non-passerine bird species. The MHC-I- related region is marked with green, while MHC-II region
including or excluding MHC-IIA gene is marked with purple and yellow, respectively. MHC-IIA is marked with blue, when not linked to the core MHC-II region. A single
slash indicates the same contig or chromosome (numbers listed under the gene arrangement patterns indicate the total length of missing distances associated with
single slashes), while a double slash indicates different contig or chromosome. The numbers marked with asterisks (above gene arrangement) indicate the
distances that do not match the scale. Note: 1 Visualization of MHC structure for Anas platyrhynchos based on genome-2 in Table 1 (GCA_900411745.1), while the
distance between MHC-I and MHC-II regions was 310 kb in genome-1 (GCA_015476345.1).
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guttata) we found TAPs and MHC-I within a single contig, but
the distance between them was >700 kb (Table 2). At the same
time, both TAP genes were tightly linked in all study passerines
(<10 kb distance in 8 species). In most passerines we retrieved a
single copy of MHC-IIA gene, but found no evidence for its
linkage with MHC-IIB. Some passerine lineages retained a
linkage between MHC-I and MHC-II (we retrieved many
contigs containing both MHC-I and IIB genes), but the
patterns of gene arrangement showed large inter-specific
variation and we found no evidence for linkage between these
regions in some species (Table 2 and Supplementary File 2).

Reconstructing Ancestral MHC
Architecture Complemented by SGS-Based
Genomes (Palaeognathae and
Anseriformes)
To complement our analyses of TGS-based genomes, we also
examined the MHC gene arrangement in the ancestral avian
lineages (Palaeognathae and Anseriformes) using SGS-based
data. Within Palaeognathae, 13 species had poor resolution of

the MHC region (MHC-related genes scattered across more than
three contigs or lacking some key genes, e.g., MHC-IIA), so they
were not included in the analyses (Supplementary Table S6). In
the remaining seven species, the MHC core region was compact
and small in size (<100 kb) (Supplementary Table S5,
Supplementary Figure S2). In all these species, MHC-related
contigs also included a linked MHC-IIA-IIB unit, but gene
arrangement showed variation between different Palaeognathae
lineages, including three reference patterns of StrHab-like
(Apterygiformes, Casuariiformes, Rheiformes, and
Tinamiformes), AnaPla-like (Apterygiformes, Struthioniformes,
and Tinamiformes), and NipNip-like (Tinamiformes).

In contrast, our analysis of SGS-based data in Anseriformes
showed that the pattern of MHC structure was highly conserved
within this lineage, including the GalGal-like class I-related
region and the AnaPla-like class II-related region, but with no
tight linkage between them. Three SGS-based Anseriform
genomes (Anas zonorhyncha, Asarcornis scutulata, and Cairina
moschata) showed exactly the same pattern of MHC gene
arrangement, as previously found in Anseriformes based on
TGS data (Table 3). Another four species did not have IIA-

FIGURE 4 | The arrangement of MHC-I, MHC-II, and TAP genes in eight passerine bird species. A single slash indicates the same contig or chromosome and
associated numbers indicate the length of missing distances, while *number indicates the number of duplication events. A single slash indicates the same contig or
chromosome (numbers listed under the gene arrangement patterns indicate the total length of missing distances associated with single slashes).
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IIB clusters, but IIA was tightly linked with COL11A2 (Table 3).
Phylogenetic analysis indicated a presence of two separate MHC
clusters within Anatidae family, including Anser, Branta, and
Cygnus genera in one clade (red in Supplementary Figure S3)
and all other anatids in the second one (blue in Supplementary
Figure S3). The patterns of MHC gene arrangement were
inconsistent with phylogenetic relationships (Supplementary
Figure S3), suggesting that the lack of the MHC-IIA-IIB
cluster could be an artefact resulting from low resolution of
SGS-based genomes.

Selection at MHC-IIA Genes in Birds
The MHC-IIA gene showed no evidence of duplication across
most avian lineages and most of the retrieved nucleotide
MHC-IIA sequences (incomplete in some species) could be
translated into functional amino acid sequences (except for
BucAbu-IIA2, PteGut-IIA1 and PhoRub-IIA1). In taxa with
duplicated MHC-IIA (2–6 gene copies, n = 9 species), the
amino acid sequences were highly conserved and showed
polymorphism in six species.

We found evidence of weak positive (diversifying) selection at
MHC-IIA across avian phylogeny. The dN/dS ratio was 0.37 for
the entire α1 domain (exon 2) and it was similar between the
peptide-binding region (PBR, as identified based on human HLA
structure (Reche and Reinherz, 2003)) and non-PBR (0.458 and
0.339, respectively). Only 1–2 sites were identified as under
pervasive positive selection (FEL and FUBAR), but many more
sites (n = 11) showed signature of episodic positive selection
(MEME). Only one site (position 81, Supplementary Figure S4)
was found as under positive selection using all three approaches
(Supplementary Figure S4). Four positively selected sites at the
avian MHC-IIA (as identified in this analysis) corresponded to
human PBR and seven human PBR sites were negatively selected
in birds.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we attempted to reconstruct the origin and
evolutionary history of avian MHC architecture using high-
quality TGS-based genomes. An analysis of MHC architecture
in Palaeognathae and Galloanserae indicated that the ancestral
avian MHC appeared to have linked MHC-I and MHC-II
regions, in which the MHC-I region contained antigen
processing genes (TAPs), and the MHC-II region contained
both IIA and IIB units (not found in Galliformes) (Figure 5).
We also found several evolutionary changes in the core MHC
architecture. First, the minimal MHC (<100 kb) was only
detected in Galliformes and Palaeognathae; in other birds the
MHC region was >100 kb in length, and in Passeriformes it was
scattered across different chromosomes. Second, most avian
lineages had tightly linked IIA and IIB genes within the
MHC-II region, although several structure variants could be
distinguished based on gene duplication patterns. Finally, our
analyses provided support for strong purifying selection acting on
MHC-IIA genes.

Ancestral Structure and Major Evolutionary
Events in Avian MHC Evolution
To date, the architecture of the MHC in birds has been poorly
known outside of Galliformes. Most studies on avian MHC have
reported polymorphisms at MHC-I or MHC-IIB genes using
high-through sequencing (Biedrzycka et al., 2017; Minias et al.,
2019; Qin et al., 2021), but did not examine arrangement of MHC
genes on a chromosomal scale. We found that 1) the ancestral
avian MHC was compact in size (<100 kb), class I and II regions
were separated by DM (DMA and DMB) genes, 2) MHC-I genes
were tightly linked with TAPs, and 3) the MHC-II region
contained linked IIA and IIB genes (Figure 5).

FIGURE 5 | The predicted ancient MHC architecture in birds and its evolution in derived groups. Asterisks indicate characters that are unique to a group.
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In humans, the entire MHC is larger and more complex than
the typical avian MHC, with all three main regions linked into a
single class I-class III-class II structure, which seems to be
conserved in eutherian mammals (Shiina et al., 2017;
Abduriyim et al., 2019). In contrast, the ancestral avian MHC
is more similar to the MHC architecture found in marsupials
[e.g., opossum Monodelphis domestica (Gouin et al., 2006)] and
reptiles, such as tuatara (Miller et al., 2015), and crocodiles
(Jaratlerdsiri et al., 2014a), as all of these lineages have an
adjacent MHC-I and II regions that are not seperated by
MHC-III. In fact, genomic inversion might be responsible for
the formation of the typical MHC arrangement in placental
mammals (Kaufman, 2018). In our analyses, we found MHC-I
and II regions within single contigs in most avian groups, but they
were separated in Galliformes (MHC-IIA unlinked with IIB).
During evolution, some groups of birds experienced different
degrees of translocation and various gene rearrangements or
duplications (Figure 5), and we observed several unique
restructuring events, including translocation of MHC-IIA and
COL11A2 in Galliformes, a single MHC-IIA gene linked with
duplicated IIB genes in Anseriformes, co-duplication of MHC-
IIA-IIB unit in Neoave non-passerines, and highly variable
patterns of gene duplication in Passeriformes (Figure 5). In
particular, passerines showed an extreme gene expansion,
extreme variation in MHC-IIB copy number associated with
only one MHC-IIA copy, and translocation of TAPs
(Figure 5). These patterns may be associated with the rapid
diversification of passerines during the Paleogene period.

In mammals, the MHC-II region often contains a linked IIA-
IIB unit, although the number and organization of these genes
may largely differ between lineages. For example, felines lack
MHC-DQ genes, while there was an expansion in the number of
DR genes in the cow Bos taurus and DP genes were replaced with
DI/DY genes in the sheep Ovis aries (Trowsdale and Knight,
2013). At the same time, studies in cetaceans have found
inversion and translocation events resulting in the separation
of the MHC-IIA and IIB sub-regions (De Sá et al., 2019). In birds,
pioneering research on MHC architecture was conducted on the
domestic chicken, providing evidence for a translocation of
MHC-IIA from the core MHC-II region, resulting in the loss
of close physical linkage between MHC-IIA and IIB genes
(Salomonsen et al., 2003). Further analyses of other landfowl
taxa indicated that this translocation event was prevalent across
the entire clade of Galliformes and, thus, it probably occurred
prior to the divergence of this lineage from Anseriformes [ca.
77 mya according to (Prum et al., 2015)]. Previously, the linked
MHC-IIA-IIB unit has been detected in BAC-based MHC
research on several non-galliform birds (Chen et al., 2015;
Tsuji et al., 2017), but our study is the first to demonstrate its
occurrence across many diverse avian lineages. We found three
combinations of MHC-IIA and IIB gene arrangement (Figure 2),
suggesting duplications of either MHC-IIB gene alone or
duplications of MHC-IIA and IIB genes as a single unit. An
apparent duplication of MHC-IIB (without MHC-IIA) was found
in Anseriformes (Table 3), and high number of MHC-IIB genes
associated with a single IIA gene were also recorded in
Passeriformes (Table 2). This pattern has likely evolved

independently in both clades, as it was not recorded in
lineages directly ancestral to passerines. In fact, in most
lineages of Neaoves (except Passeriformes) we observed a
simultaneous co-duplication of MHC-IIA and IIB genes.
Previously, two ancient MHC-IIB lineages were suggested to
appear by a duplication event before the radiation of birds (ca.
100 mya), and the clades of Galloanserae and Passeriformes were
found to have retained different gene lineages (Goebel et al.,
2017), which also supports our finding on the independent MHC-
II evolution in these two clades.

Besides the antigen presenting MHC-I and II genes, the MHC
region contains genes that are required for antigen processing
such as TAP1, TAP2, and TAPBP. TAP genes (TAP1 and TAP2)
are located within the MHC-II region in mammals (Trowsdale
and Knight, 2013), but in saltwater crocodile Crocodylus porosus
they were found within the MHC-I region (Jaratlerdsiri et al.,
2014a), which is generally consistent with what we observe in
birds. In our study, all TAP genes in non-passerine species were
located within the MHC-I region, but tightly linked TAPs
translocated from MHC-I in Passeriformes, which appears to
be unique for this order (Figure 5). We also observed duplication
of TAPs in four divergent avian species (Pavo cristatus, Alca
torda, Sterna hirundo, and Phoenicopterus ruber), and the same
pattern was previously found in reptiles [saltwater crocodile
(Jaratlerdsiri et al., 2014a)] and marsupials [tammar wallaby
Notamacropus eugenii (Siddle et al., 2011)]. We also observed
variation in the organization of COL11A2 gene, which marks a
boundary ofMHC-II region in birds [e.g., crested ibis (Chen et al.,
2015; Lan et al., 2019)] and is located within an extended MHC-II
region in mammals (Shiina et al., 2017). We found that in most
avian lineages COL11A2 gene was located within the MHC-II
region, but in Galliformes and Passeriformes it was not in obvious
physical linkage with MHC-II. Location of other MHC-related
genes, such as DMA, DMB, and BRD2 (details in Supplementary
Table S4), was consistent with the architecture of ancestral avian
MHC model, showing no major rearrangement events during
bird evolution.

Purifying Selection in Avian MHC-IIA Genes
Both MHC-IIA and IIB genes code for different peptide-binding
subunits of a single MHC-II molecule, but the signature of
pathogen-driven selection may differ between these two
domains. Strong positive (diversifying) selection has often
been reported at MHC-IIB exon 2 (Minias et al., 2018b), but
MHC-IIA genes were clearly under-researched in terms of
selection patterns. Analyses of MHC-IIA in reptiles [crocodiles
(Jaratlerdsiri et al., 2014b)] provided evidence for low
polymorphism and purifying selection at these genes. Also,
allelic diversity at MHC-IIB was estimated to be 10 times
higher than at MHC-IIA in DR region, and five times higher
in DQ and DP regions in humans (James et al., 2015). However,
other comparative analyses of MHC polymorphism in both
mammals and fish indicated that allelic richness at MHC-IIA
genes may be similar to or even exceed the level of polymorphism
observed at MHC-IIB, and that MHC-IIA may be subject to
strong positive selection (Cíková et al., 2011; Bracamonte et al.,
2015).
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Since most of the birds have only one copy of IIA gene, a single
α subunit is expected to associate with multiple β subunits (coded
by IIB genes) to form diverse MHC-II molecules. Consequently,
polymorphism of the MHC-IIA gene may be of vital adaptive
importance for birds. Nevertheless, we are aware of only two
population-wide screening studies of MHC-IIA genes in birds
(chicken and the Leach’s storm-petrel Oceanodroma leucorhoa),
and both showed a low level of polymorphism. Specifically, there
were only four nucleotide and one amino acid polymorphisms
detected within a single MHC-IIA gene in the chicken
(Salomonsen et al., 2003), whereas two IIA genes were found
in the storm-petrel: DAA with a single allele and DBA with three
alleles differing from each other by single non-synonymous
substitutions (Rand et al., 2019). This clearly contrasted with
markedly diverged MHC-IIB alleles, as found in the same study
(Rand et al., 2019). Here, we only examined MHC-IIA sequences
from one individual per species, so we had no insight into the
intra-specific MHC-IIA variation and we can only discuss
polymorphism across species. Despite the fact that we
observed some order-specific MHC-IIA amino acid sequences
(Supplementary Figure S4), more than 1/3 of sites at PBR exons
were found to be negatively selected and our analyses of dN/dS
ratios also supported a strong signature of negative (purifying)
selection. This seems to support the hypothesis that most
polymorphism of the avian MHC-II concentrates within the β
domain (MHC-IIB) of this molecule. We failed to detect MHC-
IIA sequences in some species with our Blast searches. This most
likely reflects insufficient genome coverage, particularly near
centromere or telomere regions which contain DNA sequence
repeats and are difficult to sequence. Further improvements in
sequencing and assembly methodology may in the future
improve resolution of the avian MHC-IIA region.

CONCLUSION

Over the last decade, improvements in high-throughput
sequencing have greatly expanded our knowledge of MHC
diversity within population, particularly in non-model
vertebrate species. However, short-read sequencing has limited
ability to reveal the genomic structure of the MHC region. Here,
we took advantage of long-read-based genomic data to provide
physical maps of the MHC architecture across the bird
phylogeny, revealing the ancestral avian MHC structure and
major rearrangement events in the evolution of this region.
We hope that our results will provide a valuable template for
future comparative analyses of avian MHC, allowing more
effective tests for macroevolutionary associations of MHC
polymorphism with life history, ecology, or pathogen exposure

in birds. Currently, our study confirms that long-read sequencing
technology has a great potential to advance our understanding of
MHC structure and provide novel insights into the mechanisms
that drive MHC evolution. At the same time, we acknowledge
that future improvements in genome assembly, particularly in
resolving haplotypes (Cheng et al., 2021) may provide much
better resolution of the MHC region and its extraordinary
complexity across vertebrates (e.g., via identification of copy
number variation between haplotypes).
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